MEMORANDUM FOR BOLC-B STUDENT TRANSPORTATION

SUBJECT: Authorization for Privately Owned Vehicle (P.O.V.) and/ or Rental Vehicle while attending ADA BOLC-B.

1. Students assigned to ADA BOLC-B receive training at various locations in and around Fort Sill; General Instruction Facilities, Offices, Motor-Pools, Classrooms and other training areas. These different training areas can be in excess of three to five miles from each other. Fort Sill does offer a shuttle bus; however the government shuttle bus will only provide transportation to and from Building 4700 and lodging facilities which will make it ineffective option for BOLC Students.

2. Students travelling on PCS orders are encouraged to bring their own POV or make their own transportation arrangements.

3. Students travelling on TDY status are encouraged to coordinate through their unit for transportation arrangements including the use of rental vehicles if flying to the Lawton/Fort Sill area, or mileage reimbursement if driving their POV from their duty location. It is the responsibility of the sending unit to approve rental vehicles and/ or mileage reimbursement.

4. Point of contact is the undersigned peter.n.mitchell.mil@mail.mil (580) 558-0130.

PETER N. MITCHELL
CPT, AD
Commanding